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ABSTRACT

The practical feasibility of using a Kelvin Probe as a novel reference electrode in the
measurement of both potential and polarization pulse response of reinforcing steel in concrete is
demonstrated. Potential values measured using a KP reflect greater stability and repeatability
than can typically be attained with conventional reference electrodes. Duplicate reinforced
concrete beam test specimens with well-differentiated centrally corroding rebar segments were
analyzed using both the Kelvin Probe (KP) and a conventional Saturated Calomel Electrode
(SCE). Potential profile maps were developed using potential values recorded under static
conditions with both the SCE and the KP. Nominal polarization resistance was obtained using
potential values recorded under dynamic polarization in both the active and passive regions using
the KP and the SCE in conjunction with a customized counter electrode that applied a small
galvanostatic polarizing current. In all cases the observed static potential values and dynamic
potential response and recovery curves observed using the KP were consistent in shape and
magnitude with those observed using conventional reference electrodes.

v

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Scope and Objectives
The presence of various liquid junction potentials that emerge when a conventional
reference electrode’s electrolyte infiltrates the surface and bulk of a steel reinforced concrete
structure causes the observed potential to drift. This drift prevents accurate potential
measurement prior to system stabilization and it also precludes the attainment of an acceptable
level of repeatability in cases where a long stabilization time is not permissible. This thesis
shows not only that a Kelvin probe (KP) can be reliably used to measure the potential of
reinforcing steel in concrete, but that its use eliminates the need for a stabilization period and
accordingly provides a level of repeatability not typically attainable with a conventional
reference electrode.
As a KP had not yet, to the author’s knowledge, been used in an application of this type,
fundamental operating parameters (e.g. working distance) had to be evaluated and established.
In addition, inherent system functional characteristics (e.g. working surface depth) had to be
verified and validated. Ultimately, the current work intended to demonstrate that:


The KP can function as a reference electrode in the measurement of electrical potential of
steel reinforcement embedded in concrete for both static potential measurements (e.g. as
in potential profiling/mapping) and dynamic measurements (e.g. as in polarization pulse
response when combined with a suitable counter electrode).



The potential profiles and polarization response curves obtained using the KP in the
evaluation of test specimens that were representative in material and geometry of typical
1

structures of interest are comparable in shape and range to those obtained using a
conventional reference electrode.


The KP can be used in cases that involve either dry or wet concrete surface conditions.



The use of the KP can provide a nearly instantaneous indication of potential; the observed
potential values will show a greater level of repeatability than that of values obtained
using a conventional reference electrode on a similar time scale.



The observed potential (i.e. that of the so-called working surface) is that of a plane that
closely approaches the outer concrete surface regardless of concrete age and surface
resistivity.



The observed potential does not vary significantly with changes in the distance between
the KP disk (i.e. the so-called reference surface) and the working surface.



The KP behavior under the above conditions is consistent with expectations derived from
theoretical analysis of the system.

1.2 Background
Corrosion and its associated remediation exert substantial influence on the economies of
developed countries worldwide. According to a Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
corrosion cost study conducted in 2002, the estimated direct annual costs of corrosion in the
United States exceeded $275 billion, a figure that amounts to more than 3% of the nation’s gross
domestic product. The costs of corrosion in the industrial sectors such as utilities, transportation,
infrastructure, production and manufacturing, and government account for approximately half of
the total [1].

2

A significant part of the total cost of corrosion in the transportation and infrastructure
categories is associated with the corrosion of steel reinforcing bars (rebars) placed to add
strength to concrete that is used in the construction of bridges, dams, tunnels, etc. Active
corrosion of steel effectively reduces the cross section of the rebars and eventually lowers the
structure’s load-carrying capacity. In addition, the expansive nature of the corrosion products
causes concrete cover to spall even before significant rebar section loss occurs. Both of these
deterioration modes reduce the structure’s performance and longevity. Affected structures need
maintenance, repair, and in some cases complete replacement. The FHWA study identified
corrosion of steel reinforcement as the cause of structural deficiency in approximately 15% of
highway bridges in the U.S. and determined the direct annual cost of corrosion in highway
bridges to be $8.3 billion. Notably, the indirect societal cost (associated with things like fuel and
lost work time) was estimated to be as much as ten times this amount [1].
As corrosion involves electrochemical reactions, it can be detected by electrochemical
means. Electrochemical corrosion analysis involves direct observation of the electrical current
generated by a corroding system and can provide a convenient and effective means by which
corrosion can be detected and evaluated even very early in its development. Detection
equipment can not only identify and locate sites of active corrosion but can, in conjunction with
an external current or voltage source, be used to estimate the actual rate of corrosion.
Electrochemical methods are most easily understood in terms of the underlying phenomena of
the corrosion process which are described below.

1.3 Corrosion Basics
A metal which has been separated from its natural compounds by smelting or some other
means will tend over time to return to its natural condition [2]. While this process is one of
3

corrosion’s main manifestations, corrosion can also be described the “attack (chemical) of a
material by reaction with the environment with an associated deterioration of properties” [3].
All corroding systems have four components: 1. an electrolyte that enables movement of
ions, 2. an anodic reaction that effectively dissolves the metal, 3. a cathodic reaction that
consumes electrons generated by the anodic reaction, and 4. an electronic path by which
electrons can move between the anodic and cathodic regions [2]. If corrosion occurs in the rebar
of a reinforced concrete structure, the concrete pore solution provides the electrolyte and the
rebar itself provides the path for electrons. Iron oxidation, the primary anodic reaction, advances
according to
Fe  Fe2+ + 2e-

Eq. 1

and oxygen reduction, the dominant cathodic reaction, follows
O2 + 2H2O + 4e-  4OH-

Eq. 2

Corrosion can occur and proceed only while each and every one of these four components is
present.

1.3.1 Reaction Rates under Active Conditions
Electrochemical reaction rates are expressed either in terms of mass lost per unit area per
unit time (moles/cm2∙s) or more commonly as metal loss in the form of an electrical current
density (A/cm2) described by a Faradaic conversion according to:
i = nF ∙ (reaction rate)

Eq. 3

where n = the valence of the affected metal, F = Faraday’s Constant (~96,500 Coulomb/mole of
electrons), and the reaction rate is equal to the quotient of the mass lost per unit area and time.
The reaction rate itself depends on the value of the potential, E of the steel with respect to the
electrolyte. As illustrated conceptually in Figure 1 and equivalently in Figure 2, elevating E (i.e.
4

making it more positive) increases the anodic reaction rate (which is represented by the blue
dotted line) as the ejection of positively charged iron ions into the electrolyte is facilitated.
Likewise, decreasing E (i.e. making it more negative) increases the cathodic reaction rate
(represented by the green solid line) as more electrons are available.

i
Anodic Reaction

Mixed Potential

iCorr
Cathodic Reaction

ECorr

E

Figure 1 Reaction rate i as functions of potential E. Note that the anodic reaction rate
(represented by the blue dotted line) increases as potential increases whereas the cathodic
reaction rate (represented by the green solid line) increases as potential decreases. The
intersection of the two lines indicates the “mixed potential” [2] described in the text.

In the absence of transport limitation of the available reacting species, a tendency of the
anodic and cathodic reaction rates to increase and decrease exponentially with increasing
potential was found by Tafel [4] [3]. It is therefore customary in corrosion engineering literature
to represent the potential-current density relationship in the form of E-log i plots as shown in
Figure 2. Accordingly, an exponential relationship appears as a straight line. If the reaction rate
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is limited by reactant supply to the interface, as in the case of a cathodic reaction under partial
transport control, the plot deviates somewhat from a straight line as illustrated in Figure 2 [4].

E
Cathodic Reaction

Mixed Potential

ECorr
Anodic Reaction

iCorr

Log i

Figure 2 Potential E as a function of reaction rate i. Note that this figure presents the same
information as Figure 1 rearranged to the format customary in corrosion engineering literature.

The intersection of the anodic and cathodic reaction lines in both Figure 1 and Figure 2
corresponds to the mixed potential or corrosion potential condition. At this point the rate at
which electrons are produced by the anodic reaction exactly matches the rate at which they’re
consumed by cathodic reaction [2]. This is the steady state potential value assumed by a metallic
component under freely corroding conditions.

1.3.2 Reaction Rates under Passive Conditions
While steel in direct contact with water can corrode spontaneously, steel embedded in
concrete is normally protected from corrosion by a film that forms on its surface upon contact
6

with the alkaline (pH > 12) concrete pore water solution. This passive film modifies the behavior
of the interface such that the steel’s anodic reaction rate over a broad potential range increases
little with increasing potential [2], in a way approximated by the vertical portion of the red solid
line in Figure 3, where the anodic current density is ideally fixed at a constant value ip. The
protection provided by the passive film can be lost (passivity breakdown) if the film itself is
compromised by interaction with chloride ions (present in seawater and deicing salts) in a
concentration that exceeds a certain threshold and/or by interaction with concrete pore solution
that has a pH value less than approximately 12. The latter condition sometimes results from the
process of carbonation wherein pore water interacts with atmospheric carbon dioxide and forms
calcium carbonate effectively and substantially lowering the concentration of the OH- ions.
In the presence of a cathodic reaction (represented by the green solid line in Figure 3),
steel in a passive condition reaches a steady state mixed potential Ep corresponding with point P.
In regions subject to passivity breakdown, the anodic reaction rate reverts to the behavior
(represented by the dotted blue line in Figure 3) illustrated in Figure 1 and Figure 2, and the
corroding system reaches a more negative steady state mixed potential Ea corresponding to point
A [5] [6].

7

Anodic Reaction under
Passive Protection

Cathodic Reaction

P

A

Anodic Reaction after
Passivity Breakdown

Figure 3 Mixed potentials Ep and Ea. The red solid line corresponds to the anodic reaction rate
when the steel is protected by a passive film; the blue dotted line corresponds with the anodic
reaction rate after passivity breakdown; the green solid line corresponds to the cathodic reaction
rate in either case [2]. Point P represents the mixed potential of steel in the passive condition;
point A represents the mixed potential of steel in the active condition.

The difference between the magnitudes of the two mixed potential values (Ep and Ea)
illustrated in Figure 3 is the basis of a method [7] [8] [9] whereby the presence and location of
actively corroding regions in a rebar assembly can be detected. As regions of the rebar assembly
still in the passive condition will maintain elevated potentials near Ep while regions subject to
passivity breakdown will develop more negative potentials near Ea, the value of the rebar
potential with respect to the concrete can be used as an indication of the corrosion condition of
the underlying steel. The potential values measured at the external concrete surface approximate
those of the concrete adjacent to the rebar, thus permitting an external corrosion assessment as
described below.
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1.4 Concrete Surface Potential Measurement
Figure 4 schematically illustrates the method of concrete surface potential measurement
mentioned above. As indicated in the figure, this method involves the use of a reference
electrode and a voltmeter. The voltmeter must have a high input impedance to prevent any
electrical current load introduced by the instrument from disturbing the potential of either the
reference electrode or the steel-to-concrete interface. The combined polarization pattern
whereby the localized region of active corrosion passivity breakdown is electrochemically
coupled to the remaining passive steel surface is an example of a corrosion macrocell. The
steady state potentials and corrosion current associated with such a configuration are referred to
as the macrocell potentials and macrocell current respectively. Note that positive ions enter the
concrete in the region of the corroding steel as the iron dissolves and that this gives rise to an
electrolytic macrocell current which terminates with an associated ohmic potential difference at
the concrete in the passive steel region. Given the customary [8] voltmeter polarity indicated in
Figure 4, the potential observed at the concrete surface near steel covered by a passive film is
less negative than that observed near steel that has undergone passivity breakdown.
The ASTM International Standard Test Method for Corrosion Potential of Uncoated
Reinforcing Steel in Concrete (ASTM C876-09) [8] presents a procedure that is commonly used
to systematically measure surface potential of reinforced concrete structural members. As
indicated in the standard, localized corrosion typically manifests considerable change in potential
(“hundreds of millivolts”) over relatively short distances (“a few hundred millimeters”). The
standard, based on conditions prevalent on bridge decks subject to reinforcement corrosion,
indicates that the probability of active corrosion is greater than 90% if observed potentials are
more negative than -0.35 V CSE (i.e. Copper/Copper Sulfate Electrode; see Section 1.5), that the
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probability of no corrosion is greater than 90% if potentials are more positive than -0.20 V CSE,
and that corrosion activity cannot be characterized if the observed potential lies in the range
between -0.20 and -0.35 V CSE. A schematic illustration of the equipment set-up prescribed by
the Standard is presented in Figure 5.

Cu/CuSO4
REFERENCE
ELECTRODE
(CSE)

Figure 4 Concrete surface potential measurement [2]. Note the difference in magnitude of
potential measurements made at different locations on the concrete surface. Steel in the “active
spot” has undergone passivity breakdown and forms a corrosion macrocell with steel that has
maintained its “passive surface”.
Reference
Electrode

Sponge

High
Impedance
Voltmeter

Figure 5 Potential map equipment configuration. (Schematic representation of half-cell
potential measurement equipment arrangement from Fig. 1 of ASTM C876-09 [8].)
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The test method, which involves measuring potential on the concrete surface at individual
points of a grid-like array that encompasses the region of interest, is commonly applied to
structures that use two dimensional arrays of interconnected rebar. The discrete potential values
can be averaged and presented graphically in the form of a potential map to reflect the shape and
distribution of corroding regions as indicated in Figure 6.

Observed Potential vs. CSE

0-100
0 to +100 mV
-100-0
-100 to 0 mV
-200--100
-200 to -100 mV
-300--200
-300 to -200 mV
-400--300
-400 to -300 mV
-500--400
-500 to -400 mV
-600--500
-600 to -500 mV
-700--600
-700 to -600 mV

Figure 6 Potential map of concrete deck. Different colors correspond with different observed
surface potentials. The steel in the region of the deck corresponding to the dark red area was
known to be experiencing anodic reactions equivalent to active corrosion. The subject concrete
deck consisted of an 8x8 ft, 5.5 inch thick concrete slab (clear cover depth: 2.5 inches) with a
single mat of interconnected plain steel #4 rebar aligned parallel with the vertical edge of the
figure on 6 inch centers. This map was made via MS Excel’s Contour Chart application on 1203-2011 using data obtained using a Copper-Copper Sulfate reference electrode (CSE).

In addition to their use in potential mapping, surface potential measurements form the
basis of several other routine electrochemical corrosion analysis methods associated with the
monitoring of cathodic protection systems, assessment of the effectiveness of corrosion repair
patches, and determination of corrosion rate.
11

1.5 The Conventional “Wet-tip” Electrode
The use of a conventional “wet-tip” electrode introduces certain complications (discussed
below) that served as the stimuli for exploring the use of the Kelvin Probe (KP) as an alternative
reference electrode in this application. As the principle of operation and actual use of the KP
itself are most easily understood after consideration of the electrochemical aspects of the
measurement process and some specific interactions between the reference electrode and the
corroding system, these issues are presently described in terms of a conventional electrode.
Figure 7 presents an illustration of a Copper-Copper Sulfate reference electrode (CSE), a
conventional “wet-tip” electrode typical of the kind prescribed by ASTM C876 [8] for use in
concrete surface potential mapping. The standard also prescribes the use of an electrical
junction device which in most embodiments is a sponge soaked with an electrically conductive
liquid. The combination of the electrolyte-saturated porous plug and the electrical junction
device/sponge is a form of what is commonly referred to as a salt bridge.

Meter Connection
point

Pure
Copper
Rod

Electrode
Body

Saturated
Copper
Sulfate
Solution

Excess
Copper
Sulfate
Crystals

Porous
Plug

Sponge

Figure 7 Section view of a conventional Cu-CuSO4 reference electrode with sponge. Note that
the sponge is moistened with a conductive liquid and that the electrode body is made of an
insulating material.
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The potential measurement process involves interfaces and interactions that necessitate
consideration of various phenomena. First, it is noted that even under equilibrium conditions
appreciable interfacial potential differences may develop when any two dissimilar materials
(metals or electrolytes) come into contact. In the case of metal-to-metal contact, the potential
difference arises as a consequence of the electron exchange associated with the equalization of
the metals’ different Fermi levels [10]. For metal-to-electrolyte interfaces, the potential
difference is associated with specific electrochemical reactions between the metal and electrolyte
such as the corrosion reactions discussed above. In the case of electrolyte-to-electrolyte
interfaces, potential differences (called in this case junction potentials) arise given differences in
both the diffusivity and concentration of ions in the electrolyte on each side of the interface.
The measurement of half-cell potential of steel in concrete using a “wet-tip” electrode
involves several material interfaces and accordingly, several interfacial potentials. The
interfaces between the measurement equipment and the steel/concrete system which were
illustrated schematically in Figure 5 are represented with their associated interfacial potentials in
Figure 8. It is noted that although copper wiring is used in the example in the figure, the overall
conclusions are applicable in cases that use other materials or more complex arrangements.
A Galvani potential i.e. the amount of work per unit charge that would be required to
transport a charged particle from a reference position located at an infinite distance in a vacuum
to a point in the interior of the phase far1 from the phase boundary, is associated with each phase
illustrated in Figure 8. Each Galvani potential is identified in Figure 8 by the Greek letter
with an appropriate subscript. Four interfacial potential differences are also identified, each

1

It is assumed that the phase is thick enough such that an interior bulk region can be delineated
from a surface double-layer region. It is noted that Galvani potentials cannot be measured
directly [10] but serve as point of reference for the measurable (Volta) potential. See section 1.6.
13

denoted by an X with a subscript. The arrows in the figure indicate polarity such that the
interfacial potential difference is the difference between the Galvani potential at the head of the
arrow and the Galvani potential at the tail.

Cu

- Cu fCu2
XBCu
CuSO4
Salt Bridge

ECSE

fB

+

XBW

f*
f*W W
f’W
X’WS
fS S (steel)

Cu

fCu1
Cu
XSCu

W(concrete)

Figure 8 Schematic diagram of half-cell potential measurement when using a CSE. Note that W
represents the water in the pore solution in the concrete, S represents the steel, and B represents
the bulk of the electrolyte [25].

The potential, ECSE indicated by the voltmeter is given by
ECSE =

Cu1-Cu2 = X’WS + XSCu - XBCu + XBWW

Eq. 4

where X’WS is the interfacial potential difference between the steel bar and the water in the
concrete pores, XSCu is the potential difference between the copper voltmeter lead and the steel
bar, XBCu is the potential difference between the bulk of the electrolyte in the salt bridge and the
electrode (corresponding to the pure copper rod in

14

Figure 7), XBW is the potential difference between the bulk of the electrolyte and the water in the
pores, and W is the difference between 


W

and 'W which are in general not equal

because of the ohmic potential difference created by the corrosion macrocell currents in the
concrete and also because of electrolyte composition gradients within the concrete that cause
macroscopic junction potentials and electrokinetic effects [11] [12]. Both 


W

and 'W are

regarded as effective values, those of ideal conductors that would yield the same experimental
results as those obtained in the concrete if the concrete was homogeneous. Accordingly, 


W

and 'W may be viewed as representing spatially averaged potential values in the localized
regions of interest. Ohmic potential differences and similar effects within the metals themselves
are treated as negligible in the present analysis.
The salt bridge lies between the bulk of the electrode’s CuSO4 solution and the surface of
the concrete. The potential difference XBW incorporates any diffusion potentials or related
phenomena associated with ionic concentration gradients across the plug and sponge. The
polarity chosen to designate XBCu, a metal-electrolyte interfacial potential difference, was chosen
to match that of X’WS so both variables adhere to the usual electrochemical convention2 [25].
It should be noted that the penetration of moisture and ionic species in the region of the
concrete contacted by the wet sponge is not instantaneous and thus XBW and W are regarded
as time-dependent. This time dependence appears as measurement drift from the value observed
when the sponge initially contacts the concrete surface.

2

The usual electrochemical convention involves reporting the potential as the difference between
the potentials of the metal and the electrolyte (i.e. E ≡ EM – EE) accounting also for an
intervening electrode as appropriate [10].
15

As the moisture penetrates the concrete, the observed potential will be directly affected
by the consequences of prior concrete surface alterations due to concrete carbonation, sulfate
attack, weathering, and other environmental interactions. The extent and nature of measurement
artifacts associated with these phenomena will be further obscured as the shared electrolyte link
between the electrode’s metallic terminal and the concrete pore water is subject to interdiffusion
(if concrete pores are saturated) or strong convective capillary action (if pores are partially dry).

1.6 The Kelvin Probe (KP)
The KP is a device that determines the potential difference E between two surfaces
designated as the working surface and the reference surface. Though the KP principle of
operation has been described extensively in the literature [13] [14] [15] [16], some fundamental
concepts are included here for clarity.
The working surface and the reference surface of a KP approximate the two plates of a
parallel plate capacitor. In this application, the working surface is a small area on the outer
concrete surface and the reference surface is the bottom side of a stainless steel disk (of e.g., 1
cm diameter ) that faces the concrete surface and is positioned at a small distance h above it (see
Figure 9).

16

Data Logger

E
Control and Display Unit

Side View

End View

Casing
Inner Shield

Voice Coil

Stem
Disk

Stop
Screw

Preamplifier

Steel
Concrete

Figure 9 Schematic diagram of the Kelvin Probe as implemented in this investigation [25]. Note:
Patent Pending.

The relationship between electrical charge Q and the potential difference E across a
capacitor with capacitance C is described by the expression
Q=EC

Eq. 5

where C, for plates with a small gap, is approximated according to
C = 0 A/h

Eq. 6

where  is the dielectric constant of the medium in the gap between the plates (for atmospheric
air,  ≈ 1), 0 is the permittivity of vacuum, A is the one-sided surface area of the smallest of the
plates (in this case the reference surface), and h is the distance between the plates.
In the current case, the value of E is fixed by characteristics of the components and
interfaces in the electrical path between the working and reference surfaces. Any change in the
height h of the disk (reference surface) above the concrete (working surface) will therefore
necessitate a corresponding change in the value of Q in order to satisfy both equations (1) and
(2). A cyclical variation of h would likewise cause a cyclical variation in Q and a cyclical
17

variation of Q would result in the circulation of an alternating current IA through the conductive
path3.
As illustrated in Figure 9, the disk is electronically connected to the steel bar embedded
in the concrete. The surface of the steel bar is electrolytically connected, mainly via the water in
the concrete pore network, with the external surface of the concrete. The concrete and the
reference surfaces are thus joined through an electronic and electrolytic conductive path with
associated interfaces that determine the value of E [25].
If a potential source with known potential E’ is connected in series between the KP and
the steel bar, the potential between the reference and concrete surface becomes E+E’. If E’=-E
the potential across the capacitor and the alternating current in the circuit both disappear [25].
The value of E can thus be directly indicated by varying E’ and recording its value when the
observed current IA=0. The KP control and display component illustrated in Figure 9 provides
the potential E’, electronic amplification for the observed signal, and a means by which E’ can be
varied and recorded either manually or automatically.
The interfaces between the KP equipment and the steel/concrete system which were
illustrated schematically in Figure 9 are represented with their associated interfacial potentials in
Figure 10. As was the case with the wet-tip electrode, the path of the potential measurement
circuit has several interfacial potentials. It is important to note however that though the concrete
and reference surfaces are joined by an electronic and electrolytic path as indicated above, the
disk and concrete surface do not otherwise directly contact one another.

3

In a dynamic condition E is not exactly constant due to interfacial polarization and ohmic drops
caused by IA, but its small value makes those effects correspondingly small. Regardless, they
disappear at the zeroing condition as described in the text.
18

The concrete and reference surfaces interact via an electric field that arises between the
two facing surfaces. This interaction necessitates consideration, for each surface, of the Volta
(i.e. “outer” [13] [10]) potential i.e. the amount of work per unit charge that would be required to
transport a charged particle from a reference position located at an infinite distance in a vacuum
to a point just at the exterior of the phase, but not so close that image charges would become a
source of uncertainty [10].
In the present case, the working and reference surfaces each have a Volta potential
identified by the Greek letter and an appropriate subscript. Proper consideration of Volta
potentials requires that each interface has a well-defined boundary and a locally uniform electric
charge profile. These conditions are adequately met by the metallic reference disk and it
accordingly may be considered to have a well-defined spatially averaged R value. The
concrete surface is however quite heterogeneous, as is the distribution in the concrete pore
network of the electrolyte which is responsible for much of the electric charge configuration in
the material. Hence W should be considered only as an effective value, that of an ideal
conductor that would yield the same experimental results as those actually obtained and
accordingly W may be viewed as representing an approximate average of the potential of the
surface of the concrete beneath the footprint of the reference surface disk. Lateral heterogeneity
up to the mm scale (pore space-paste-fine aggregate domain) is expected to be reasonably
averaged beneath the disk, but some sensitivity to the distribution of the coarse-aggregate, with
mean diameter greater than one centimeter, can be anticipated.
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fR R (disk)
R
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fS S (steel)

XSR

W(concrete)

Figure 10 Schematic diagram of concrete surface potential measurement when using KP [25].

The potential E measured by the KP is the difference between the Volta potential R of
the reference surface and the Volta potential W of the working surface, that is
E = R- W

Eq. 7

For simplicity, only two different metals are assumed to be involved, one for the
reference surface (R) and one for the steel bar (S). The respective inner (Galvani [10] )
potentials are designated R and S and the corresponding interfacial potential difference
between them is described by XSR= R - S. As in Figure 8, each difference of potential
indicated in Figure 9 is added to the potential at the tail of the arrow to obtain the potential at the
head of the arrow. The medium-to-air interfacial potential differences for the reference and
concrete surfaces are XAR =R -R and XAW = W -W respectively and the metal-to-electrolyte
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interfacial potential is X’WS = S - 'W. The value of W is the difference between 


W

and

'W which are in general not equal as described above.
Applying the above definitions to Eq. 7 yields
E = X’WS + XSR - XAR + XAW + W

Eq. 8 [25]

1.7 KP Comparison with Conventional “Wet-tip” Electrode
Effective use of a wet-tip electrode necessitates an electrolytic interface between the
electrode and the steel/concrete system. The establishment of this interface is inherently
disruptive to the system as it involves infiltration of both liquid (e.g. water, electrolyte from the
electrode, pre-wetting solution) and ions contained in the liquid. While this infiltration is
unlikely to cause any significant change to X’WS as long as the concrete cover depth exceeds a
minimum value and the level of surface wetting is kept below a maximum value, the Galvani
potential associated with the water in the undisturbed pore network, described by W in Figure
9, can be altered to a new value W as indicated in Figure 8. Given its contactless character,
placement of the KP on the system should of course cause no significant deviation of X’WS and

W from their respective native values.
The potential measured by the KP can be related to potential measured in the usual
manner with a CSE reference electrode by regarding X’WS as invariant and evaluating Eqs. 4 and
8. This relationship is described by
E = ECSE + [(XSR - XSCu) + (XAW – XAR) + XBCu +W ] +[-XBW - W ]
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Eq. 9 [25]

The terms contained by the first set of square brackets are functions of the properties of
metal-to-metal, metal-to-air and metal-to-solution interfaces, and of the condition of the concrete
in the undisturbed condition. On first approximation and in a particular location on the concrete
surface, these terms were regarded as constants of the system and their sum could constitute a
simple constant addition term in conversions between E and ECSE.
In contrast, the terms contained by the second set of square brackets vary as moisture and
ionic species penetrate the concrete in the region affected by pre-wetting and subsequent contact
by the wet-tip electrode and sponge. These terms were regarded as time dependent and their
presence effectively precludes relating E and ECSE through a simple time-invariant addition term.
While the variation should become inconsequential after moisture and ionic species
distributions reach their respective steady states, these processes might involve substantial time
periods [17]. As an alternative to waiting for steady state conditions, the system can be routinely
examined after a prearranged time after surface wetting, when the time dependent terms have
evolved to roughly reproducible values. This approach was adopted in the experiments presented
here.
The above analysis can be extended to cases that also involve either pre-wetting the
concrete surface prior to using the KP or the use of reference electrodes other than the CSE. If
the concrete surface has been wetted prior to making potential measurements with a KP, both
XAW and W become time-dependent. As the value of W can be expected to be similar to

W, the influence of their combination on the value of E as described by Eq. (8) might be
minimized. It should be noted however that pre-wetting the concrete surface can also affect XAR
as water could be adsorbed by the disk following transfer from the freshly wetted concrete
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surface4 by evaporation. While it is true that the influence of the time dependent factors can be
minimized by maintaining diligent and consistent control over the amount of pre-wetting and the
time allowed to pass between pre-wetting and measurement, these circumstances underscore the
complexities of the system that can significantly compromise repeatability.
It is noted that in addition to the issues mentioned above, a CSE might not be suitable in
applications (e.g. statues, special architectural features) that cannot tolerate the blue copper
sulfate solution residue stains that are often associated with its use.
The above analysis could apply to conventional electrodes other than the CSE (e.g. the
Saturated Calomel Electrode (SCE) which uses the reaction between mercury and mercury (l)
chloride in a saturated solution of potassium chloride in water [3]). The general above discussion
applies equally in such cases but appropriate substitutions for XSCu and XBCu should be made as
well as consideration for introduction of any other relevant metal-to-metal contact.

4

In lieu of more sophisticated treatment that would need to address the creation of other
interfaces due to formation of a film or deposit, the combined effects are bundled for simplicity
as an equivalent change in the effective value of XAR. The same approach applies here to any
electrode that has a passive film or any other compositional differences near the surface [25].
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CHAPTER 2: METHODS

2.1 Building a KP
As indicated above, the fundamental operating principle of the KP involves bringing a
reference surface into close proximity with a working surface and then causing it to oscillate
between points of minimum and maximum distance from the working surface. Charge
accumulates on both the reference and working surfaces when held in close proximity and this
charge varies and induces an alternating current in the circuit when the reference disk oscillates.
KPs are used in several areas of modern technology [13] and can be purchased in several
off-the-shelf configurations. The sizes and operating parameters of most commercially available
KPs however differ from those required by the conditions associated with potential measurement
on a concrete surface. These factors combined with high commercial unit acquisition cost
prompted in-house fabrication of a suitable KP. Accordingly, a KP was designed and built in the
lab using readily available materials and technology [13].
Fundamentally, a KP consists of four main components: a reference surface, a means to
cause oscillation of the reference surface, a means by which the spatial relationship between the
oscillating reference surface and the working surface can be established and maintained, and an
electromagnetic shield. The reference surface was provided by a 13 mm diameter stainless steel
(Type AISI 302) disk. The surface intended to face the working surface was polished to an 800grit finish and was gently cleaned periodically with a cotton-tipped applicator dipped in ethyl
alcohol. Oscillation capability was provided by a voice coil electromagnetic driver in the form
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of a common audio speaker. The driver oscillated with amplitude hA= 0.5 mm ± 0.1mm (i.e.
1±0.2 mm peak-to-peak), and frequency of 147 Hz in an approximately sinusoidal waveform. At
rest, the distance between the reference and working surfaces (known as the “working distance”)
was h=1 mm yielding a nominal reference-to-working surface distance hC = h - hA of
approximately 0.5 mm. The disk was connected to the driver via a post made of wood which
was selected for its ability to electrically isolate the disk from the driver while simultaneously
being able to dissipate any static charge that might accumulate.
The assembly consisting of the driver, post, and disk was rigidly connected to a small
aluminum box. The box served to contain all of the component parts while also providing a
shield that protected the circuitry and internal parts from electromagnetic and environmental
interference. The box featured three polymer adjustment screws on the side that faced the
working surface. The screws, which were arranged in the shape of a triangle to provide stability,
protruded from the bottom edge of the box such that an adjustable unshielded gap of
approximately 4 mm was left between the box and the concrete surface. The screws enabled fine
tuning of h to values within 0.1 mm of the desired value by gauging against a flat machined
surface.
The nature of the nominally flat and smooth concrete surfaces associated with the
experiments typically introduced <0.1 mm additional uncertainty in the value of h. The sensing
circuit detected the off-zero current with a circuit that approached a zero-resistance-ammeter
configuration [13]. The rest of the electronic processing unit was a variation of that used by
Klein [13]. The automatic zeroing function was provided by a feedback circuit, and the value of
E was acquired digitally. The probe output was electronically filtered with a low pass filter with
time constant ~ 1 s [25].
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2.2 Making Test Specimens
A test plan was developed to establish a means by which the KP’s ability to measure the
half-cell/open circuit potential of reinforcing steel in concrete could be evaluated. As the use of
actual in-service or decommissioned reinforced concrete structures as test subjects would
necessarily have involved uncertainties with regard to concrete constituent components, mixture
proportions, mixing methods, materials, construction methods, and particular aspects of the
operating environment (e.g. temperature, humidity, chemical exposure), dedicated test specimens
were designed and constructed.
The test specimens consisted of two identical reinforced concrete beams of 70 cm length,
15 cm width, and 5 cm thickness. The concrete mix recipe is presented in Table 1. Each beam
was reinforced by a single #4 plain steel ASTM A-615 bar with dark mill scale that was aligned
with the lengthwise dimension and centered on the widthwise and thickness dimensions as
illustrated in Figure 12. Epoxy was applied to the end regions of each bar prior to placement in
the beam molds. The epoxy effectively coated the last 4 cm of each bar and was intended to
prevent direct contact between the bar and the concrete in the region of the beam exposed
directly to the environment.

Table 1 Concrete mixture proportions [25]
Constituent

Description

Amount

Cement

Type I/II

339 kg/m3

Coarse Aggregate

Limestone

1,017 kg/m3

Fine Aggregate

ASTM C778 Graded Sand

678 kg/m3

Water (w/c = 0.5)

Tap Water

169 kg/m3
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Concrete 0.5 w/c
5 cm

Rebar

2 cm

5 cm

KP

70 cm

15 cm

Cl- Region (8.4 Kg/m3)
and extra Cl- Addition
Holes

Epoxy

Figure 11 Test specimen dimensions and features [25].

The test plan involved measuring potential of the reinforcing steel in regions that had
retained passivity and in regions undergoing active corrosion. Accordingly, the beam design
provided for two inherent and distinct concrete regions: one wherein the development and
sustenance of a passive film could be expected given the alkaline nature of the concrete pore
water solution, and one wherein the passive film would be damaged or destroyed thus making
the steel vulnerable to corrosion. As the ability of chloride ions to compromise the passive film
on steel embedded in concrete has been established [3] [4], the development of two distinct
regions was made possible by admixing NaCl in the small volume of concrete that was placed in
the 5 x 15 x 5 cm region centered on the lengthwise midpoint of each beam as indicated in
Figure 11. The contaminated region contained 13.9 kg/m3 NaCl which equated to a chloride ion
content of 8.4 kg/m3 (2.5 wt percent of cement content), exceeding typical corrosion threshold
levels [18].
The molds were made of wood and were coated lightly with oil on their inner surfaces to
facilitate mold release. The beams were cast such that five of their six surfaces were
macroscopically flat with roughness typical of wood form finish. The remaining surface was
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hand-finished. Intermixing between the NaCl contaminated concrete and the uncontaminated
concrete during molding was prevented via the use of removable dams which were placed in
each mold during concrete placement and then removed immediately prior to final consolidation.
This approach allowed the formation of a continuous joint between the contaminated and
uncontaminated regions.
The free surfaces of the molded beams were covered immediately after final
consolidation to prevent water evaporation and the beams were removed from the molds four
days later. The beams were cured in plastic bags with excess water for four weeks and then left
exposed to laboratory air maintained at approximately 60% relative humidity (RH) and 24°C.
Open circuit potential was measured at several points on the largest beam surface (i.e. the surface
opposite the free surface) using a conventional wet-tip electrode. While the potential values
observed at the surface of the contaminated region of each beam indicated likelihood of
corrosion [8] the difference between the average potential in the contaminated region and the
average potential in the uncontaminated region was found to decrease over the course of
approximately 12 weeks of ambient air exposure.
To allow a more prominent distinction between the active and passive regions to develop,
the beams were moistened, enclosed in plastic bags with excess water, and subsequently
modified to increase active corrosion in the contaminated region. The modification involved
drilling three 1 cm diameter holes from the free surface down to the concrete immediately
adjacent to the bar in the contaminated region. Each hole was partially filled with one milliliter
of NaCl-saturated water and then plugged with a piece of a paper towel that had been soaked in a
NaCl-saturated water solution. The drilling orientation (i.e. free surface facing upwards) was
maintained for approximately 16 hours, a piece of duct tape was affixed over the holes of each
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beam, and the beams were reoriented such that the largest cast surface was again facing upwards.
Open circuit potential measurements made during the ensuing two weeks (the period during
which the following potential stability and mapping experiments were conducted) revealed an
increase in the difference in average potentials between the contaminated and uncontaminated
regions to approximately 200 mV.
The same two beams were also used as test specimens in the polarization response
experiments though moisture exposure conditions and accordingly, absolute observed potential
values differed somewhat from those of the potential stability and mapping experiments.

2.3 Measuring Potential
Potential was measured on the replicate concrete test beam specimens using both the KP
and the SCE. Although the CSE is commonly used for potential measurements, an SCE was
selected as a preferred alternative in order to preclude possible measurement artifacts from
CuSO4 residue from the CSE. SCE measurements were made according to the standard practice
[8] which involved pre-wetting the concrete surfaces with water. KP measurements were made
on dry, undisturbed surfaces and for comparison, on surfaces pre-wetted in the same way as the
SCE.
The SCE uses a fine glass frit electrolyte channel that allows only vestigial KCl
contamination, while having low enough impedance to be unaffected by the FET-input front end
of the data logger system used with that electrode. As indicated above, the considerations made
in comparing measurements from KP and a conventional wet-tip electrode measurements are
unaffected by the differences between the SCE and CSE. A 3 mm-thick sponge which was
wetted with tap water (approximately 2 kOhm-cm resistivity) was placed between the SCE tip
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and the concrete surface for each measurement to function as an electrical junction device as
described above.
Prior to conducting the potential mapping experiments, the stability of the electrical
potential value as measured by both the KP and SCE was evaluated. Evaluating the stability of
the reported electrical potential value involved placing the KP on the beam in the selected
location, activating the data acquisition system, and then allowing the potential to be recorded
once per second for approximately three minutes. At the end of the three minute period, the KP
was moved to a different location and left in place for three minutes. This was repeated until the
stability record was established at each selected location. The process was then repeated with the
SCE with pre-wetted surfaces as described above.
Making potential profile/map measurements with the KP in the dry surface scenario
involved placing the KP on the beam in a desired starting location, activating the data acquisition
protocol which recorded and averaged ten samples over the course of one second, and then
subsequently moving the KP to a new location, reactivating the data acquisition protocol, and
repeating until all measurements were made. The lengthwise midpoint of each beam was
designated as the datum and each position along the lengthwise axis was numbered according to
its location with respect to the datum. Measurements were made at 1.25 cm intervals along the
cast surface of each beam and data was acquired approximately five seconds after the KP was
positioned. Measuring potential with the KP in the wet surface scenario involved dabbing the
concrete surface with a tap-water-soaked sponge and blotting any free surface water from the
surface, waiting approximately 20 seconds, and then positioning the KP and proceeding as
above.
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Making potential profile/map measurements with the SCE involved the same pre-wetting
regimen as in the wet surface KP scenario but differed with the rest of the procedure in that each
observed potential value was allowed to stabilize prior to acquiring data. In addition, the
measurement distance interval was increased to 2.5 cm to prevent pre-wetting on one spot from
interfering with adjacent spots.
Wet surface repeat measurements were made after ten minutes whereas dry surface repeat
measurements were made after a period of 12-16 hours of drying in ambient air. Each observed
potential value was plotted as a function of its position and measurement device.

2.4 Measuring Polarization Response
The corrosion rate of a system can be estimated by evaluating the system’s potential
response to an impressed current. The current causes a small potential change (the polarization
response) which is measured using either a conventional electrode or as detailed here, a KP.
Extensive investigations have determined that within certain limitations [6] [19] [20] the ratio of
potential change to impressed current density yields the polarization resistance Rp which is
related to the corrosion current density icorr via the Stern-Geary parameter B by the equation icorr
= B/Rp. The resulting value of icorr can then be related to the corrosion rate of the steel by the
usual Faradaic conversion [21] [25].
A test plan was developed to evaluate the use of the KP as a reference electrode in the
measurement of polarization pulse response as in other applications [22]. Since this method,
unlike potential mapping, involves measuring only relative potential changes at a single point on
the concrete surface, sensitivity to spatial variations in concrete surface condition is not
significant.
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A small galvanostatic polarizing current was applied via an external high-impedance
current source connected in series between the end of the reinforcing steel bar and a non-wetting
counter electrode (CE) in direct contact with the concrete surface as illustrated in Figure 12 [6]
[23]. A galvanic pulse mode was favored over a potentiostatic mode for simplicity and to
eliminate the need for a potentiostatic control loop in these initial experiments.
The CE was made of a piece of flexible conductive elastomer that was able to conform to
any irregularities in the concrete surface and thus maximize contact surface area. CE-to-concrete
contact was enhanced by the application of a downward force provided by a pressure plate and
two clamps. A hole was cut through both the pressure plate and the CE to provide KP disk
access to the concrete surface. The implementation of the counter electrode and pressure plate
necessitated a degree of height adjustability that the support legs of the KP used for potential
profile experiments could not accommodate. Accordingly a second generation KP, hereafter
referred to as the enhanced KP, was designed and fabricated. Implementation of the enhanced
KP involved using the pressure plate as a base as indicated in Figure 12.

C R W

Voice Coil

Preamp
Shield

Disk

Pressure Plate
Conductive
Elastomer CE

Steel Rebar
Concrete

Figure 12 Schematic diagram of enhanced KP plus dry counter electrode system. Red arrows
show idealized excitation current path. Note: Patent Pending.
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The test plan called for polarizing the steel into the cathodic region (i.e. more negative
potential) and using an amplitude that would yield deviations from the pre-pulse-application
potential of approximately 15 mV. The time schedule involved monitoring the open circuit
potential (OCP) for about 120 seconds, applying one galvanostatic pulse for 60 seconds,
allowing the system to recover for 90 seconds, and then applying a second 60 second pulse. The
potential was monitored for an additional 90 seconds after the second pulse.
Polarization response was measured first in the chloride contaminated region and then in
a chloride free region 20 cm away from the lengthwise midpoint of each of the two identical
beams. The probe disk was centered on the rebar in all cases. The static pre-test potential was
measured with the KP at each of the test locations prior to each polarization test.
After the KP polarization tests were completed, the measurement regimen including the
pre-test static potential measurement was repeated using the SCE. All tests used the same
counter electrode but the SCE tests were made using a small (13x13 mm) moist sponge between
the electrode and the concrete surface and no surface pre-wetting.
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CHAPTER 3: RESULTS
3.1 Potential Measurement Stability
When placed on a concrete surface in a stable environment5, the KP almost
instantaneously reported an electrical potential value that remained constant ± 1 mV throughout
the observation period of approximately three minutes. Figure 13 presents the time record of
electrical potential measured at four different locations on one of the beams. The minor drift in
measured potential reflects a change in output relative to the value observed at t = 0 which
corresponds to the time approximately one second after the probe was placed at the selected
location. The beams had been exposed to ambient air in the laboratory for several days at the
time of measurement and at least one day had passed after any surface wetting associated with
SCE measurements. Primary stabilization took approximately one second, reflecting the time
constant of the electronic filtering circuit.
Figure 13 also shows the electrical potential time records as measured by SCE with a wet
sponge and no surface pre-wetting. As is commonly observed in such cases [8] [17], the output
drifted considerably. This reflects variations in W and XBW (Eq. 4) associated with
electrolytic rearrangement in the pore network and consequent slow establishment of a new
diffusion potential regime near the concrete surface as the region is infiltrated by water from the
sponge. The magnitude of the drift observed in the SCE measurements (in some cases more than

5

Electrical potential excursions of several millivolts were observed when warm and/or moist air
was blown on the sensing area. Potential values observed a few seconds after the cessation of
the disturbance reflected a return to baseline conditions.
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40 mV) clearly and substantially exceeded that of the KP and in most cases the potential as
measured by SCE failed to stabilize by the end of the three minute observation period.

Figure 13 Stability of measured potential for KP and SCE. Potential shown as drift from value
measured 1 second after probe placement on dry concrete. Results shown as stacked graphs for
four positions indicated by distance from center of Beam A [25].
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3.2 Effective Working Surface Position
As illustrated in Figure 10 and described by Eq.7, the electrical potential measured by the
KP is the difference between the Volta potentials of the reference and working surfaces. The
working surface was described previously as a small area on the outer concrete surface; thus far
the terms working surface and concrete surface have been used interchangeably. For media with
sufficient presence of mobile charge carriers, the working surface can indeed be said to coincide
with the geometric outer surface of the material from the standpoint of the operation of a
macroscopic KP [15]. For a porous material like concrete however, additional consideration
must be made. Electric charge transport is dominated by the pore solution which partially fills
the pore network and is normally highly conductive. The solid aggregate-cement paste matrix
has properties that approach those of a porous dielectric with vestigial conductance [25].
For moist concrete, appreciable amounts of pore water are present near the concrete outer
surface and thus this surface can be regarded as coincident with the working surface. The
electrolyte presence in the pore network of concrete with long-term exposure to air of moderate
relative humidity may be very small due to evaporation. The conductivity of the remaining
electrolyte may be also significantly diminished due to reaction with atmospheric CO2.
Depending on the concrete age and external humidity those effects reach depths ranging from
only a few micrometers to as much as several centimeters [6] [25].
A series of experiments was conducted to determine the extent to which the working
surface coincided with the geometric outer surface for concrete in various conditions. The test
plan involved making measurements at various h values on each test specimen while the KP
zeroing circuit was intentionally offset from the balance condition by one volt. In this
arrangement, the frequency of the main spectral component of the alternating current generated
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by the probe equals the vibrating frequency and the amplitude of the current is approximately
inversely proportional to hC. The KP circuit amplifies this current and reports it as an AC
potential. The RMS value of this potential was designated VOB and was measured and recorded
at each selected h value on each specimen. An indication of coincidence of the geometric and
effective working surfaces was obtained by plotting 1/VOB as a function of h and extrapolating
the resulting curve to the h axis. The curve should intersect the h axis at h = hA if the geometric
and working surfaces are coincident given that the reference surface would virtually contact the
working surface with ideally unlimited output amplitude. Alternatively, the curve will intersect
the h axis at a value lower than hA if the effective working surface was deeper than the external
surface.
To establish a baseline, VOB was measured with the KP on a steel disk at the normal
working distance of 1 mm and then subsequently measured at working distances of 1.25, 1.50,
1.75, and 2.00 mm. VOB was then measured in the same fashion on each of the two beams after
several weeks of exposure to ambient air in the laboratory and also on each of three other
available reinforced concrete specimens that had been made for a previous investigation and had
been exposed to ambient air in the laboratory for more than ten years. (The concrete
compositions of these three specimens are detailed in Moreno-Sagüés [24] as mixes A, E, and F.)
The results are presented in Figure 14. The resulting values of VOB-1(h) for the steel disk
could be closely fit to a second-degree polynomial relationship with modest quadratic component
[25]. The extrapolated fit function (average of two tests) intercepted the h-axis at approximately
0.56 mm reflecting good agreement with the hA = 0.5 mm value expected for a metallic surface
especially considering the 0.1 mm uncertainty affecting both h and hA. The resulting values of
VOB-1(h) for each of the concrete specimens, regardless of concrete composition or age,
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approximated the same shape and position of the curve for steel. Because of close superposition,
variation bands that indicated the range of VOB-1 values are shown instead of individual values
[25]. The h-axis intercept of the fit for the concrete specimens was virtually the same as that for
the steel surface. The greatest corresponding leftward horizontal deviation from the steel curve
was only approximately 0.1 mm and was regarded as being within the overall variability range of
h given the normal surface flatness deviation of the concrete specimens.
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VOB-1 / mV -1
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0.010
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h / mm
Figure 14 VOB-1 as a function of h. Circles: Flat-machined steel surface. Range bands: Two
positions on Beam A (center and 15 cm away), and three specimens aged in lab air [24]. Solid/
Dashed lines: 2nd order polynomial trend fits for Steel / Concrete average. Triangle: h-axis
intercepts; Steel: 0.56 mm; Concrete: 0.57 mm [25].

It was thus concluded that the concrete geometric outer surface, whether in the aged
concrete specimens (subject to long term exposure to moderately dry atmospheric conditions
typically associated with high (i.e. greater than 1 M-cm) surface resistivity values) or the
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relatively young concrete specimens, coincided with the KP working surface, at least within the
level of operating position precision.

3.3 Working Distance Sensitivity
Working distance was defined as the distance between the concrete surface (i.e. working
surface) and the surface of the disk (i.e. reference surface) facing the concrete surface measured
when the disk was resting (i.e. not vibrating). The initial working distance value was based on
the practical consideration of avoiding physical interference between the disk and the concrete
surface while oscillating. The ultimate working distance was established via the methodology
presented below.
As indicated above, the voice coil electromagnetic driver oscillated with an amplitude of
approximately 1 mm. The resting position was the midpoint of this oscillation range and thus the
minimum working distance had to be greater than one half of the disk vibrating amplitude in
order to avoid contact with the concrete. As the physical constraints of the KP equipment and
housing did not impose a fundamental upper limit to the height of the disk above the concrete,
the maximum working distance was dictated by other factors such as capacitive effects and
amplification requirements. Spurious surface and spatial charges that develop in the KP housing
and supporting structure, concrete, and air in the local environment affect the electric field
generated by the working surface. These charges affect the nulling potential and the effect
becomes increasingly prevalent and consequential with increasing working distance [26].
This effect was quantified via an experiment that involved measuring the potential at a
discrete point on the surface of one of the concrete beams, varying the working distance by
placing spacers of different thicknesses between the KP adjustment screws and the concrete
surface, and then measuring the resulting change in potential. As indicated in Figure 15,
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increasing the working distance was found to shift the measured potential in the positive
direction from a negligible amount to a value less than 40 mV when increasing h from 1 mm to 2
mm, a change much greater than the usual variability of h. The shift was an approximate linear
function of the increase in working distance and was found to be on the same order of magnitude
when measured at different locations on the concrete surface and on a flat-machined smooth steel
plate. The actual magnitude of the shift was found to depend on the recent maintenance and
cleaning history of the disk, its supporting assembly, and housing [25].
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Figure 15 Change in potential as a function of working distance.

3.4 Application: Potential Profile Mapping
Figure 16 presents potential profiles obtained by measuring electrical potential at specific
lengthwise intervals along the top surface of each of the duplicate beam specimens using the KP
and the SCE. As described in the Methods section, potential was measured along the lengthwise
axis of the selected beam with the KP under dry surface conditions. After recording the potential
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at each point, the measurement regimen was immediately repeated without making any changes
to the system. The individual test spots on the surface of the beam were then moistened with tap
water and potential at each point was measured with the wet sponge tipped SCE. As in the case
of the KP, the measurement regimen was immediately repeated. The individual test spots were
remoistened and the potential at each point was once again measured with the KP and then remeasured. The duplicate results for the three sets of measurements were labeled KP-Dry, SCE
Wet and KP-Wet respectively in Figure 16. The results from both beams were comparable
within the variability levels commonly encountered with assessing corrosion phenomena in
concrete [25].
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Figure 16 Potential profiles associated with steel in concrete beams A and B [25].
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Each SCE profile showed a distinct negative dip pattern of approximately 200 mV deep
that would typically be expected in a concrete beam with a centrally corroding segment on a
longitudinal reinforcing bar [27] [28]. As illustrated in Figure 16, the KP profile shapes and
ranges generally reproduced the SCE profile patterns under both dry and wet surface conditions.

3.4.1 Short Term Repeatability
The KP-Dry data showed closely overlapping consecutive profiles along the entire length
of the specimen, consistent with the nearly constant output noted in Figure 13 for the KP placed
on a stabilized dry concrete surface.
The SCE-Wet data showed greater variability in consecutive results than those for KPDry data, reflecting spot-to-spot variations in time-dependent water absorption and evaporation
following the pre-wetting. The changes, which can be interpreted as noted earlier in the context
of Eq.4, were in the same order as those shown in the time charts in Figure 13 for the SCE data
after the same approximate time period (i.e. one minute) after placing the wet sponge on a
previously dry concrete surface.
The KP-Wet data showed greater variability than the KP-Dry data and similar variability
to the SCE-Wet data. The variability is again attributed to time evolution of moisture on the
concrete surface and the moisture’s affect on XAW and W in Eq. 8. In addition, some amount
of variability may be attributed to the influence of minute changes in the amount of water
adsorbed on the reference disk surface following evaporation from the concrete surface as noted
previously.
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3.4.2 Profile Correlation
The graphs in Figure 17 show linear correspondence between potentials measured by KP
(under both dry and wet surface conditions) and potentials measured by SCE. The slopes range
from 0.87 to 1.12 and correlation coefficients ranging from 0.87 to 0.96. The corresponding
offsets from an ideal 1:1 coincidence with the CSE readings were about +100 to +200 mV for the
KP-Dry condition, and approximately half of that amount for the KP-Wet condition.
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Figure 17 Linear correspondence between KP and SCE potential measurement values [25].

Comparison of the profiles is conceptually more straightforward for the wet surface
cases, where both the KP and the SCE interacted with a concrete surface in the same nominal
condition and at a similar measurement rate. In the case of a correlation slope of unity, the
potential offset of the KP-Wet values from the SCE values could be viewed as a temporary
calibration for the KP measurement values with respect to potential measurements in the SCE
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scale. This calibration would correspond ideally to the addition of the terms in first set of square
brackets in the equivalent of Eq. 9 for an SCE [25]. Even if the timing of the measurements with
respect to the moment of wetting was strictly controlled, the calibration should be viewed as
temporal given day to day variations in environmental variables and the effects of long term
evolution of the concrete surface on the parameters in Eq. 8, particularly XAR, which is very
sensitive to the makeup of a region only a few atomic distances thick on the disk surface [25].
Monolayer-levels of moisture or organic vapor precipitation can readily develop given
exposure to normal environmental conditions and can cause potential changes greater than 100
mV [13]. Variations of that order were noted during tests conducted at different times
particularly if the KP disk had been recently cleaned.

3.4.3 KP-Dry Profile Offset
As illustrated in Figure 16 and Figure 17, the KP-Dry profiles were positively offset with
respect to those obtained in the wet condition. This offset is consistent with the less negative
potential values reported by the KP as presented in Figure 13 both when the concrete surface was
only beginning to depart from its initial dry condition and when the surface had been subject to
substantial water absorption from the sponge.
The change can be attributed to the slow dissipation of a diffusion potential (manifested
in the combined values of XBWandW or XAW and W in Eq.4 or 8 respectively) due in part
to a gradient in OH- concentration in the water partially filling the pores [17] [29]. The OHconcentration of the pore water is relatively higher deeper inside the concrete, due to alkali
content [30], and smaller near the surface because of carbonation by interaction with atmospheric
CO2.
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In this interpretation, the higher diffusivity of the OH- ions compared with that of the
balancing cations [29] promotes a diffusion potential difference where the outer surface is more
negative than the inside. Because of the polarity of the KP and SCE measurements, this results
in a potential reading that is more positive than it would be in the absence of the diffusion
potential.
Other electrolytes, such as those associated with chloride salts, would have additional
individual effects. As water refills the partially empty pore network near the surface, the
resulting enhanced transport between outer and inner regions lessens solute concentration
gradients and thus reduces the magnitude of the junction potential difference and results in a shift
of the measured potential in the negative direction.
It should also be noted that the potential offset depends on the nature of the KP disk
material. A gold-plated disk, for example, would have yielded a different relative profile
position than the stainless steel disk used in these experiments.

3.4.4 Spatial Variability of Observed Potential Values
The KP-Dry surface profiles showed more vertical spatial variability than those in the
wet condition. Given the high repeatability noted above, the spatial variability can be said to
represent true local potential differences on dry regions 1.25 cm apart. (The source of the short
distance variability was not identified and should be the subject of future study.) Given the
lower short-distance spatial variability of the KP-Wet profiles, it may be proposed that the local
variations in the dry case are associated with variations in diffusion potential related to local
differences in the degree of carbonation, or differences in the evaporative concentration of other
species at the extreme outer surface. Some of the differences may be associated with the local
proximity to the surface of the coarse aggregate. Those effects would diminish with pre-wetting
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as discussed earlier, resulting in the observed smoother potential profile than that in the dry
condition [25].

3.4.5 Concrete Moisture Condition
The moisture condition of the steel-concrete interface was generally considered to be
unchanged while switching between the dry and wet conditions of the outer concrete surface
over short periods of time. Any possible changes were considered to be negligible because the
concrete beams were relatively young and in addition had been periodically conditioned with
moisture. Under these conditions and with consideration of the 0.5 water to cement (w/c) ratio,
convective transport is expected to be limited to a depth (from the surface) appreciably less than
the concrete cover thickness [31]. Transport by diffusion through the pore network of the
concrete is very slow and it would also not be expected to lead to any noticeable effects in the
time scale considered [6].
Differences in the results from the dry and wet surface experiments were accordingly
attributed to moisture-related changes in the regions closer to the outer concrete surface. It is
noted that the moisture content at the rebar surface could however change substantially given
external moisture cycling if cover was shallower or the cycles longer. In such cases the potential
difference between the two conditions observed with the KP could also include a component
associated with variations in the potential across the metal-pore water interface, not unlike those
encountered between immersed and emersed conditions in passive metals [32].
It should be noted that the profile measurements specifically apply to cases that involve
strongly defined corrosion macrocell patterns that dominate the potential distribution on the
concrete. The partial contribution resulting from the chloride content gradient, which can also
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indirectly affect the local rate of carbonation, should be further investigated. Development of a
rational calibration procedure to relate the potential determined by the KP to that of the metalconcrete interface (perhaps by adequate choice of an external concrete surface condition and a
methodology comparable to that of Leng [16]) is also regarded as an important element of future
work.

3.5 Application: Polarization Response Measurement
3.5.1 Baseline Potential Measurements
Table 2 lists the potential values measured with the enhanced KP and counter electrode
system placed on each beam at its respective lengthwise midpoint and at a point 20 cm distant.
In each case the steel potential with respect to the concrete surface in the chloride contaminated
central region was substantially more negative than the potential in the passive region, consistent
with the results presented above. Table 2 also shows the potentials measured using a
conventional SCE in both regions. As in the case of the basic KP described above, KP potentials
are effectively offset from SCE potentials by an approximately constant amount. The potential
difference E between the active and passive regions of each beam was also approximately
constant. These observations effectively confirmed that the enhanced KP was operating in a way
consistent with the basic KP.
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Table 2 Baseline potential measurements

Open Circuit Potential, KP [mV]
Open Circuit Potential, SCE [mV]
E, KP [mV]
E, SCE [mV]

Beam A
Active
Passive
(x=0)
(x=20cm)
-408
-207
-369
-158
201
211

Beam B
Active
Passive
(x=0)
(x = 20cm)
-314
-189
-294
-175
125
119

3.5.2 Dynamic Polarization Measurements
The KP measured polarization response by tracking the potential evolution in real time.
Random fluctuations (“noise”) in the measured potential typically stayed well below 1 mV and
this effective resolution was adequate to establish a clear system response given that the
impressed potential deviations were on the order of several millivolts, which is the customary
potential excursion range in polarization resistance or electrochemical impedance evaluations in
concrete [3] [4].
Figure 18 (left side) shows the response to the galvanostatic pulses as measured with the
KP. The system behaved as expected with an initial instantaneous change reflecting the effective
ohmic potential drop across the solution resistance between the concrete surface and the
underlying rebar. This was followed by a slower potential evolution, part of which consisted of
the current satisfying the quasi-capacitive demand of the effective interfacial charge storage
process and the rest consisting of the current polarizing the electrochemical Faradaic reactions of
the interface.
On first approximation, the overall behavior may then be represented by that of a solution
resistance Rs in series with the parallel combination of an interfacial non-ideal capacitance
represented by a constant phase element (CPE) and a polarization resistance, Rp [33]. The
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corresponding analog circuit is presented in Figure 19. The analog circuit responds in the time
domain in a manner that essentially replicates the observed response illustrated in Figure 18.

Figure 18 System response to Galvanostatic pulses as measured by KP and SCE. Note that the
center regions (i.e. x=0) of beams A and B contain actively corroding steel while other regions
(e.g. x=20 cm) contain steel in the passive state. All potentials have been normalized to represent
deviations from the starting condition.
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Figure 19 Analog circuit corresponding to corroding system. [33]

As illustrated in Figure 18, the response observed in each of the two replicate beams was
comparable, demonstrating consistent outcome of the methodology when switching specimens.
In each beam, the response to the second galvanostatic pulse closely replicated that of the first,
showing good immediate reproducibility of results. The slight offset in the second pulse
compared with the first pulse came as a consequence of the relatively short recovery time
between the pulses indicating incomplete stabilization of the system before the second pulse.
Correspondingly, the length of the pulse (60 seconds) allows for only partial evolution of the
system toward a terminal state wherein the interface would act as the simple series combination
RT = Rs + Rp

Eq. 10

where RT is the total resistance. By ignoring this residual effect a nominal result may be
obtained by evaluating
RT ≈ - (Ef - Ei) / Ig
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Eq. 11

where Ef and Ei are the values of the potential recorded just before and at the end of the applied
galvanic pulse. Following the same approach used in instant-off solution resistance
compensation procedures, [34] a nominal value of Rp may likewise be obtained by evaluating
Rp ≈ - (Ef - Eio) / Ig

Eq. 12

where Eio is the value of the instant potential obtained immediately following the beginning of
the pulse application. In the present introductory tests, Eio was taken to be the potential
measured 2 seconds after starting application of the pulse.
Table 3 shows the selected values of Ig and the resulting values of Ei, Eio, Ef, RT, Rp, and
Rs (by difference) for each of the beams and at each of the two locations examined. Analysis
only involved the results of the first pulse. Any residual potential drift was de-trended by
calculating the corresponding linear baseline trend and subtracting from the data. The results are
consistent with the appearance of the potential traces in Figure 18, whereby the value of Rp is
much smaller at the central active steel locations in accordance with the expectation of high local
corrosion rate (and with the more negative static potential noted earlier), while Rp is relatively
higher at the x = 20 cm, passive steel position. The observed values of Rs were not very
different between the active and passive steel positions. This was consistent with expectations,
given that the concrete pore water is highly conductive due to its high ionic content even in the
absence of chloride ions, and the fact that introduction of chloride ions in moderate amounts as
used here does not create a radical relative increase in conductivity.
Comparable tests were conducted with the SCE and the results of these tests were
compared with those of the KP. The SCE results, displayed on the right side of Figure 18, show
excellent qualitative and general quantitative agreement with the KP results. As was observed in
the potential mapping experiments, the potential values measured with the SCE were much more
prone to drift than those the KP. Resistive parameters for the circuit in Figure 19 were calculated
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in the same way as those for the KP and the results are presented in Table 3. Graphic
comparison of the RT and Rs values obtained with both methods, presented in
Figure 20, illustrates general consistency thus validating the functional capability of the KP in
measuring polarization response.

Table 3: Summary of dynamic polarization measurements
Beam A
KP

Ig [A]

Beam B
SCE

KP

SCE

Active
(x=0)

Passive
(x=20cm)

Active
(x=0)

Passive
(x=20cm)

Active
(x=0)

Passive
(x=20cm)

Active
(x=0)

Passive
(x=20cm)

39.7

7.7

39.0

7.6

39.6

7.9

37.5

7.7

Ei [V]

-2.62E-04 5.44E-05 -1.84E-04 2.51E-04 1.28E-04 -1.12E-05 1.16E-04 1.22E-04

Eio [V]

9.97E-03 3.18E-03

1.09E-02 3.71E-03 7.60E-03

3.80E-03 1.35E-02 4.81E-03

Ef [V]

1.19E-02 1.05E-02

1.25E-02 1.13E-02 8.92E-03

1.20E-02 1.50E-02 1.32E-02

RT [ ]
Rp [ ]
Rs [ ]

305
47
258

1,351
945
406

324
39
285

1,451
995
455

222
33
189

1,514
1,032
482

396
39
357

1,701
1,092
609

Note: The Ei and Eio values contained in the table represent deviations from an arbitrarily zeroed
condition for instrumentation purposes. Actual Ei values are presented in Table 2.

Resistive Components (KP) / Ohms

10,000

RT Beam A
RT Beam B
RP Beam A
RP Beam B

1,000

100

10
10

100
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10,000

Resistive Components (SCE) / Ohms

Figure 20 Comparison between KP and SCE galvanostatic pulse polarization results. Data from
Table 3 shows general agreement between results. The dashed line represents theoretical 1:1
correlation.
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CHAPTER 4: COMMENTS

The current work demonstrated the practical feasibility of using a KP to measure
electrical potential of steel embedded in concrete on the surface of the concrete. The KP
provided exceptionally stable values on dry concrete surfaces and maintained sufficient
measurement sensitivity for detailed potential mapping and polarization response analysis. The
KP is particularly attractive as a means by which potential measurements can be made given its
ability to make practically instantaneous and non-intrusive measurements and the fact that it
requires neither direct contact with the surface nor prior surface preparation in the form of
wetting and post-wetting stabilization. The measurements showed high repeatability. Sensitivity
to working distance was modest and thus exact control of the distance is not a critical issue.
The present work supports the concept of using a KP as an alternative to conventional
wet-tip electrodes in making potential surveys of bridge decks and similar structures. This
application would benefit from the KP’s speed and ease of use, stability, ability to operate
without contacting the concrete surface, and the loss of the need for laborious maintenance of
wet contacts [8] [9]. The KP or an array of multiple KPs may be particularly suitable for
adaptation to automatic operation that could involve trailing behind a slow moving vehicle which
could prove less disruptive to roadway traffic than conventional methods.
Further development in this particular application would necessitate consideration of
scatter that would likely be introduced by probe and concrete surface conditions especially given
the possible presence of contaminant spills and other common alterations of the structural
surface. Some of the scatter, as well as sensitivity to surface roughness, might possibly be
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reduced by using a larger reference disk and a higher disk-to-surface distance [25].
Modifications of this sort could provide for spatial averaging of the output with consequent
filtering of short-distance variations. It is believed that the existing KP could be readily scaled
using available technology.
In addition, the probe in its current form would require a ground contact to one point in
the normally electrically continuous reinforcing steel assembly of the structure to be assessed. In
the case of a trailer-mounted probe or probe array, that connection would be implemented
beforehand with a flexible and temporary extension cable. Alternatively corroding spots could
be identified without using a ground contact by implementing the KP in a “relative potential”
mode, if the surface potential gradient is large enough. In this case a stationary wet-tip reference
electrode could be used if both it and the underlying concrete have sufficiently low impedance to
keep electrical noise at acceptable levels. It should be noted that the feasibility of this approach
has yet to be established by conceptual development and demonstration.
The dynamic polarization tests described above were conducted in a Galvanostatic mode
that involved the use of trial and error to select a current value that did not result in excessive
potential excursion. The galvanostatic measurement technique was chosen as a convenient
means to establish the capability of the KP and it should be noted that there is no fundamental
limitation of application of the KP to measuring polarization of steel in concrete by other
methods, such as those that rely on automatic potential control. Initial tests with a full control
loop for potential and current using a commercial potentiostat such as those commonly used for
linear polarization resistance or electrochemical impedance spectroscopy have been performed
with promising performance and will be reported in future publications.
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It is noted for clarity that the use of the KP as addressed here obviates the need for direct
contact with the concrete surface at the potential test point. A new technique that involves using
polarization measurements to assess corrosion with current injection and extraction points with
contacts on the concrete surface has been introduced elsewhere [35] but it addresses a different
issue not to be confused with that of this thesis. It is further noted that it may be possible in the
future to favorably combine aspects of each.
The high sensitivity of the KP to the disk and concrete surface conditions indeed
constitutes a possible source of scatter but simultaneously offers a powerful alternative to
investigate phenomena in which a wet-tip electrode would be too disruptive. Among other
applications, the KP with appropriate customization may be adaptable for applications that seek
to [25]:
(i)

Measure the evolution of the early stages of concrete carbonation in real time by
monitoring the associated diffusion potential development, a sensitivity that applies
also to the following.

(ii)

Detect moisture content gradients that would have been otherwise overwhelmed by
contact with a wet electrode tip.

(iii)

Detect diffusional penetration and partition of moisture and chemical species such as
chloride ions between aggregate and hydrated cement paste in concrete cross sections.

(iv)

Assess the transport and distribution of migrating corrosion inhibitors in concrete; (v)
characterize the penetration and aging of concrete surface treatments such as
silane/siloxane compounds.

(v)

Characterize the extent of evaporative concentration of species such as chloride ions
on the external concrete surface.
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(vi)

Make assessments of sulfate attack.

(vii)

Assess the degree of concrete surface contamination and the effectiveness of cleaning
and remediation methods.

(viii) Assess depolarization performance of cathodic protection systems.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS


The practical operation of a macroscopic Kelvin Probe (KP) for contactless measurement
of concrete surface potentials and polarization resistance of reinforcing steel in concrete
without contacting the concrete surface was successfully demonstrated. Results in all
cases were in good agreement with results of similar tests conducted with a conventional
reference electrode.



The KP provided nearly instantaneous and highly stable potential values on dry concrete
surfaces, in contrast with conventional wet-tip electrodes which experience considerable
potential drift upon placement on the same surfaces.



The observed potential values were found to be associated with a plane surface closely
approaching the outer concrete surface in all cases including those of specimens that had
been exposed to dry and naturally carbonating lab air for many years, for which high
surface resistivity is expected.



The KP output was only modestly sensitive to changes in the reference disk to concrete
surface working distance.



The shape and range of potential profiles measured with the KP were consistent with the
location of the local anode in a reinforced concrete beam with a well-differentiated
centrally corroding rebar segment. The KP profiles were offset from, but comparable in
shape and range, to those obtained independently with a conventional wet-tip reference
electrode. The offset depended on the condition of both the KP disk and the concrete
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surface, so appropriate calibration is needed if absolute potential determination with the
KP is desired.


Comparable KP profile features were obtained when sampling the concrete in either the
dry or a pre-wetted surface condition, but with greater point-to-point variability in the
former. The variability reflects the sensitivity of the KP output to the local condition of
the concrete surface. That sensitivity may be caused by the development of ionic
concentration gradients with depth from the concrete surface, with associated diffusion
potential differences [25].



The results encourage exploration of the use of the KP for fast automated field corrosion
potential surveys, precise polarization and electrochemical impedance determination in
dry concrete surfaces, and physicochemical determinations in concrete for conditions
where the use of a conventional wet-tip reference electrode would be disruptive.
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Appendix A Permission for Use of Table and Figures
The subject license applies to Table 1, Figure 1, Figure 2, Figure 3, Figure 4, Figure 5,
Figure 6, Figure 7, and Figure 8.
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Appendix B Permission for Use of Excerpts
Excerpts from Sagüés and Walsh, "Kelvin Probe Electrode for Contactless Potential
Measurement on Concrete-Properties and Corrosion Profiling Application," Corrosion Science,
vol. 56, are indicated in text.
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